Book Review Group

Ends Year At Meet
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Miss Arceneaux by visiting or calling the Public Library.

The group's first meeting of the fall will be held on Monday, September 16, at 7:30 p.m., in the home of Mrs. H.D. Embree, 215 Lamarche. Members are to report on the book they liked best during their summer reading.

Seven books were especially popular. They included "Tales of Louisiana" by Paul S. Surplus, "How Many Miles to Babylon" by Robert Rodmayer; "The Living Reed" by Pearl Buck, "Up the Down Staircase" by Bel Kaufman, "Death at an Early Age" by Jonathan Kozol, "Between Parents and Child" by Dr. Hiram Ginott, and "The Tower of Babel" by Morris West.

Subject matter of the books ranged from Louisiana pirate treasure described by Paul Surplus, to Pearl Buck's story of Korea and to various studies of disturbing facets in contemporary American life.

Miss Lucille Arceneaux, chairman, described for the group a reference magazine available at the Lafayette Public Library that lists 100 worthwhile paperback books. Titled "One Hundred Understanding Books", the magazine may be consulted at the Library for reading suggestions.

Mrs. Earl K. Turner, who this summer will represent the Louisiana State Library's Talking Books department, told of the materials that will be made available locally to blind or physically handicapped persons. Recordings of favorite books and of news and magazine selections, along with photographs or tape players, will be made available to those whose vision or physical disabilities make normal reading impossible. Full information concerning the program may be obtained from Mrs. Turner or